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WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO

The Dalhousie University Department of English Language Studies (ELS) is dedicated to English language teaching and professional development in the areas of language education, English-medium instruction and internationalization of the curriculum.

Since 2010, our highly-qualified team of instructors has worked with thousands of students, professionals, teachers and faculty members at Dalhousie and worldwide to help them be successful at university, advance their careers, and develop their teaching practice.

A TRUSTED INSTITUTION

Our programs are accredited by Languages Canada. We are also a designated learning institution by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (O19091594822).

THE DALHOUSIE ELS ADVANTAGE

- Dalhousie is one of Canada's oldest and most prestigious universities. It is a member of the U15 (the top 15 Canadian research-intensive universities) and combines innovative research, meaningful teaching and a deep sense of social responsibility.
- Study in the city of Halifax (population of +450,000), a safe and historic city known for its friendly citizens.
- Halifax is the capital city of Nova Scotia and the educational, cultural and economic hub of Atlantic Canada. Often referred to as Canada's “best-kept secret,” Halifax boasts a youthful spirit, rich history and scenic waterfront.

“I USED TO NOT LIKE WRITING AT ALL AND COULDN’T GIVE A PROPER ACADEMIC SPEECH, BUT NOW, AFTER MONTHS LEARNING, I LOVE WRITING! I KNOW HOW TO WRITE A REPORT AND AN ESSAY, HOW TO MAKE REFERENCES AND HOW TO GIVE AN ACADEMIC PRESENTATION. THESE ARE ALL THE THINGS THAT I WILL NEED AT UNIVERSITY. MY INSTRUCTORS WERE GREAT!”

QIANRUI ZHANG
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) Program Participant
ENGLISH IN CANADA PROGRAM

A LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL IMMERSION EXPERIENCE

This four-week program is an immersion experience that combines language classes, a university elective course in English, and a robust sociocultural program. Improve your confidence and fluency in English, expand your knowledge of your discipline, and get to know the city of Halifax and the beautiful Atlantic coast of Canada. Start your program in February, June or July.

THE DETAILS

Delivery mode: Face-to-face in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Program Fee: $4,000 (CAD) and includes all tuition, accommodation in a university residence or with a homestay family, meals, local transportation and activities.

Choose your elective course:

- Business Communication
- Engineering and the Environment
- English for Specific Purposes
- English in Use
- Introduction to Sustainability: Exploring the Ecological Footprint
- Marine Biology
- Teaching in English
- Web Development
- Global Competence & Intercultural Communication
- Occupation & Daily Life

EXPERIENCE CANADIAN CULTURE

Halifax has vibrant nightlife, shopping, museums, festivals and cultural events.

Visit the beaches, parks, and cultural and historic sites around the province of Nova Scotia on evening and weekend excursions.

“THE COURSES HELPED ME DEVELOP MY WRITING AND SPEAKING SKILLS THROUGH A VARIETY OF THEMES, WHILE PROVIDING THE TOOLS AND KNOWLEDGE I CAN USE IN MY WORK AND PERSONAL LIFE.”

JOCELYN OCHOA
English in Canada Program Participant